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We need objective branch structure
 Claim:

Finding a mathematical principle that
objectively defines the branch structure of the
wavefunction of the universe...
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 …is one

of the most important outstanding problems
in physics

Why we need it
 Why


Decoherence requires a preferred tensor-product
decomposition of Hilbert space




we need objective branch structure:

system vs. environment

But systems aren’t eternal


Macroscopic objects form, exist for some time, and then disperse

When did a baseball become an honest-to-god system?
 Things are even murkier in the past, where we can’t appeal to
the existence of physical observers (IGUSes)




Still want to talk about branches in the early universe

Why we need it
 Questions we can


How does branching happen “out there” in the real world?








answer with branch structure:

How many branches are there?
Continuous or discrete? (hint: “yes”)
How fast do they form?
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy gives rate?

When will we run out of room in Hilbert space for all the
branches?


Is this the same time as thermalization? (It’s much earlier than
recurrence.)

Modest goals
 These

are not my goals:

To define the branches as “ontic” mathematical objects, with
the same claim to realness as a rock
 To write down a competitor to quantum mechanics
 To give you an axiom-exact answer today


Modest goals
 This is my

goal: to make the branches as
unambiguous and objectively defined at the planets
in our solar system
Now, we might miss some stray Jupiter atoms here and there
 The astronomical union might have a fight over Where am
re-classifying “minor branches”
I going?


NOT A
PLANET

New Horizons

Branching

Consistency of histories
 How


do we describe branches?

Consistent histories (aka decoherent histories)

 Keep things

simple and stick to pure global state
 Define the branches (i.e. conditional quantum states)

History
Outcomes

 Crucial

condition: orthogonality of conditional states

Set selection


Given a set of histories, we have a necessary condition for
generating probabilities: consistency




(Orthogonality of branches for pure global state)

But what projectors, and hence what sets of histories,
should we be considering?

?





The possibilities are, as usual, uncountably infinite
Most possibilities are dramatically unphysical

Without an objective principle to identify a preferred set,
there is still an unacceptable vagueness in quantum
mechanics


Not too different from using our intuition to decide what the
measurement basis for a particular measurement

Set selection
 What

identifies the macroscopic degrees of freedom?
 The consistent histories framework tells us what
mathematical form the answer will take, but not the
answer itself
 The condition of consistency is too weak
 We seek an objective mathematical principle which
identifies an approximately unique set of histories

Set selection
 Dowker &

Kent called it the “set-selection problem”
 It is the global analog of the preferred basis problem
 The preferred basis problem asks
In what basis does the (local)
wavefunction collapse?
 It

is solved by decoherence, which identifies the
pointer basis
 The set-selection problem asks
What are the branches in the
wavefunction of the universe?

Decoherence
 To approach the

set-selection problem, we first want
to see how decoherence fits into the consistent
histories framework
 The analysis of decoherence is predicated on a tensor
decomposition of a Hilbert space into a preferred
system and a (much larger) environment :
 For typical Hamiltonians,

initially unentangled pure
states of become entangled with in a preferred
pointer basis
 Especially effective as the environment gets large

Decoherence as partial-trace consistency
 How

do we translate this into the consistent histories
framework?
 Solved by J. Finkelstein: partial-trace consistency
Consistency

Partial-trace
consistency

 Interpretation: orthogonality

of branches in the

See also closely related later work on “strong
environment
decoherence” by Gell-Mann and Hartle

 Call

this ℰ-consistency

Decoherence as partial-trace consistency
 Strictly

stronger condition
 Equivalent to production of records in the
environment (when global state is pure)

Orthogonal
subspaces

 Implies diagonalization

of

A set-selection principle?
 Partial-trace

consistency precisely captures the
physical process of decoherence in the consistent
histories framework
 However, it’s insufficient as a set-selection principle
 After all, we can define histories of a system for any
global state
with a system-environment
decomposition


Works just as well for maximum entropy states

 Suffers from same dependence on

eternal systemenvironment decomposition as the decoherence
program

Partial-trace consistency as a set-selection principle?
 Instead, we

would like to derive the macroscopic
degrees of freedom (“the system”) from more basic,
information theoretic principles
 Our approach: Look to the ubiquitous phenomena of
redundant record production in many typical
decohering systems


“quantum Darwinism”

Decoherence to Darwinism
The study of quantum Darwinism is
motivated by the observation that
observers do not directly couple to
the systems they measure
 Rather, systems are bathed in an
environment which causes
decoherence, and then observers
interact using the environment as
an intermediary
 Furthermore, realistic observers
access only a time fragment of reallife environments


Decoherence to Darwinism
 Most environments have

natural, spatially local
parts, e.g…
The photons in this room
 Molecules in a gas
 Oscillating degrees of freedom
in a material mechanically
coupled to the system


 Observers access

more than

a single part


Need a partitioning of the
environment into fragments

Decoherence to Darwinism
 Most environments have

natural, spatially local
parts, e.g…
The photons in this room
 Molecules in a gas
 Oscillating degrees of freedom
in a material mechanically
coupled to the system


 Observers access

more than

a single part


Need a partitioning of the
environment into fragments

Redundancy in consistent histories
 We

are motivated by the observation that real-life
quantum states contain redundant information
about the important macroscopic degrees of freedom
 This leads us to consider extending the concept of
partial-trace decoherence to small fragments of the
environment

Redundancy in consistent histories
 Furthermore, we have

seen many cases where it’s
possible to deduce branch structure from just the
fragments

CJR, W. H. Zurek. M. Zwolak, New J. Phys., 14, 083010 (2012).

Redundancy in consistent histories
 This hints

that we can drop the idea of a preferred

system
 We are grasping at a principle based just on
redundancy, without specifying redundancy of what

Redundancy in consistent histories
 For concreteness, you can

think of fragments as
some partitioning of this room into macroscopic
spatial regions

 Maybe we’re

operating a SternGerlach experiment
 We all see the
outcome simply by
observing scattered
photons

Redundant consistency
 We

consider the condition (on a set of histories) of
being ℱ (𝑛) -consistent for all fragments:

Trℱ (𝑛) [ |𝜓𝛽 〉 𝜓𝛼 ] = 0
 We will

call this redundant consistency
 Equivalent to production of records in each
fragment (when state is pure):
(𝑛)

𝜓𝛼 ∈ ℱ (1) ⊗ ⋯ ⊗ ℱ𝛼

Orthogonal
subspaces

⊗ ⋯ ⊗ ℱ (𝑁)
(𝑛)

ℱ (𝑛) =

ℱ𝛼
𝛼

Redundant consistency
 Redundant

consistency is always defined with
respect to a particular decomposition of the universe

 We put

aside important complicating issues about
defining the fragments
Intuition is that it will be based on spatial locality
 Ultimately, the results will only be compelling if they are not
too sensitive to this choice


Objective branches through records
 Previous work on quantum

Darwinism suggest that
redundant records are a ubiquitous consequence of
decoherence


Implies redundant consistency

 Redundant

consistency is a much stronger condition
than mere partial-trace consistency

Objective branches through records
 But

is it strong enough to select an essentially unique
set of histories corresponding to the natural branch
structure of the universe?
 We have some surprisingly strong evidence that it
may be enough to get everything we care about

Motivation
 At

any given time, we expect the most important
degrees of freedom to be recorded redundantly
A chaotically perturbed asteroid leaves gravitationally evidence
throughout the solar system
 A minuscule fraction of the photons in this room are sufficient
to determine the position and momentum of all the
macroscopic objects


 For a

given tensor decomposition of a toy universe
into subsystems, could they record incompatible
histories?
 No!

Statement of problem
 For a

given tensor decomposition into subsystems

we seek a decomposition into branches of the form

where the local conditional states

are orthogonal

Trace over
everything else

Branches through records
 Call

this a locally orthogonal decomposition of
with respect to a given multi-partite structure
 This is the condition for local observers to be able to
determine which branch they are on in principle


May still be computationally infeasible, or impractical

 Main

result: For
, there is a unique maximal
locally orthogonal decomposition, in the sense that
any other locally orthogonal decomposition is
formed by coarse-graining:

Two properties of the maximum LO decomposition
1.

The maximum locally recorded decomposition
reduces to the Schmidt decomposition in the bipartite (𝑁 = 2) case
In this case — only — the decomposition
may be non-unique because of degeneracy

2.

Any set of histories which are redundantly
consistent must respect (a coarse-graining of) the
maximum locally recorded decomposition

Locally Orthogonal Decomposition


This is a (very powerful!) generalization of the
Triorthogonal Decomposition Theorem




To be fair: this does not have the ubiquitous
mathematical applicability of the Schmidt decomposition




Most states in Hilbert space have no non-trivial LO decomposition

Makes sense; most states shouldn’t have branch structure







Not sensitive to micro-entanglement

Claim: Most states in Hilbert space have no classical interpretation
No branches  no consistent probabilities  no consistent way to
speak about Boltzmann brains in a thermal states
BB probabilities are as undefined as those for e taking the left slit

But when LO branch structure exists, it is unique!

Conceptual open questions
Are there any unambiguously classical variables that
aren't recorded redundantly in many spatially separated
regions?
 Conversely, could there be such redundantly recorded
variables that should not be considered classical?
 Given thermodynamics, is there a redundantly recorded
variable that is at risk of “recohering”?
 Is there any reason to think that the uniqueness of the
LO decomposition will not be robust when extended to





slightly imperfect records?
small changes in the tensor-product structure defining subsystems?

Mathematical open questions
 How

robust is the locally orthogonal
decomposition…
under time evolution?
 under perturbations to the boundaries of the local fragments?
 under weaker redundancy requirements?


 Can

the branching times be objectively determined?

Probably, by looking at the times in the past at which the
records are created
 Depends on robustness under time evolution


Summary: consistent histories
 Consistent

histories is a mathematical framework for
extracting all possible predictions from a
wavefunction of the universe
 Partial trace consistency (ℰ-consistency) links this
framework to decoherence
 Redundant consistency (introduced here) links this
framework to quantum Darwinism

Summary: decoherence vs. redundancy
 The

preferred basis problem asks
In what basis does the (local)
wavefunction collapse?

 This is solved

pointer basis

by decoherence, which identifies the

Summary: decoherence vs. redundancy
Preferred system
Decoherence

 The

Outcomes

set-selection problem asks
What are the branches in the
wavefunction of the universe?

I

have presented some evidence that this might be
solved with redundant consistency

Summary: decoherence vs. redundancy
Preferred system
Decoherence

Outcomes

Locality

Redundancy
consistency

Branches

The End
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